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Pioneer 60’ x 9’ General Arrangement
These plans are for illustrative purposes only.

Not to scale
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The ‘Pioneer’ 
Ideal to Liveaboard - Ideal to Cruise 

‘Wow’ is often the first word someones says when they step aboard a Pioneer for the first time.  It’s 
not just the quality of finish they are impressed with, its the fact that, at only 2’2” wider than a 
standard narrowboat the difference is unbelievable.  While still confined to the widebeam network,  
there are a few areas navigable by a Pioneer which are out of reach to anything wider.  But the real 
benefit is that she is still a very manageable and easy to handle craft as opposed to 12’ 11’ or even 10’ 
beams. 

Its this best of both worlds advantage that has made the Pioneer one of our best selling models. 



Specification
Hull 
LOA:  57’ or 60’ as standard, other lengths available on request. 
Beam:  9’ 
Plating:  10/6/5/4 
Stern:  Cruiser as standard, various options available. 
Water Tank:  Stainless Steel Approx. 425 Ltrs (When no Bow Thruster is installed) 
Diesel Tank:  Approx. 300Ltrs 
Hull Coating:  2 Pack Epoxy 
Cabin Paint:  Symphony Coatings, 2 Coats Primer, 2 Coats Undercoat, 3 x Topcoat 
Integrated handrail, mooring ’T’ studs, Pole & Plank Holder and fender eyes. 
Insulation:  Sprayfoam. 

Engine & Sterngear 
As standard the Pioneer is fitted with a Canaline 52hp Diesel Inboard Engine.  This is equipped 
with twin alternators, PRM150 Gearbox and Instrument Panel including tachometer, water temp 
gauge and oil pressure gauge. 
Sterngear is environmentally friendly Vetus Water Lubricated with 3 blade Manganese Bronze 
Propeller.  

Electrical 
The Pioneer features both a 12v and 240v system.  Any 240v equipment on board is powered by 
either shoreline or the on board Sterling 2.5kw Combi Inverter Charger.  While plugged in to a 
shoreline this will provide the power to all 240v sockets and any integrated 240v appliances.  As 
well as this, while on shore power the Sterling Combi switches to Battery Charger mode to keep 
the bank of 12v Batteries charged and well maintained. 
12v Power is supplied by the 3 x 110A Domestic batteries.  This runs through a dedicated 
distribution panels with individual circuit breakers and supplies any 12v systems or appliances 
on board such as lighting and fridge. 
While disconnected from shore power and running off batteries, the Sterling Combi switches to 
Inverter mode and will supply 240v power to the required appliances and the engine charges the 
batteries through a dedicated alternator. 

Heating 
As standard, the Pioneer is fitted with two sources of heating - a Morso Solid Fuel Stove in the 
saloon and a Webasto Diesel Central Heating System. 
The Webasto central heating supplies 3 radiators as well as a heated towel rail and also provides 
hot water. 
A Calorifier tank situated in the engine compartment stores hot water which is heated from 3 
possible sources: Webasto, Engine or Immersion Heater.
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Flooring & Lining 
Engineered Oak flooring is standard in the galley and bathroom with your choice of carpet in 
the saloon, corridor and bedroom.  Engineered oak flooring throughout is an optional extra.  
Lining is Oak or Ash faced plywood with hardwood trims. 

Saloon 
The Saloon offers plenty of space for free standing domestic furniture such as chairs, sofas or a 
sofa bed.  A built in storage unit featuring cupboards and shelves also makes a centrepiece of 
the Morso Solid Fuel stove.  Flat screen TV with unit surround, wall lights and built in stereo 
speakers are all standard features. 

Galley 
The Pioneers galley features 4 burner gas hob, gas oven & grill, 12v fridge with freezer 
compartment, stainless sink/drainer, microwave, chunky oak worktops and plenty of storage.  
Optional extras include granite worktops, washer/drier and freezer. 

Bathroom 
Set off the corridor, the modern, stylish bathroom has all the comfort and convenience you’d 
expect from a modern luxury apartment.  Included as standard is a stylish, ceramic Pump Out 
toilet, large shower cubicle and surface mounted ceramic wash basin.  In the bathroom you 
will also find ample storage space as well as a heated towel rail.   

Bedroom 
The comfortable master bedroom consists of a fixed double bed as standard with mattress on 
gas struts to allow access to the vast storage space underneath, full size wardrobes, 2 bedside 
cupboards and 2 reading lights.  Hardwood doors lead out on to the front deck, ideal for those 
sunny summer mornings waking up in the middle of the countryside. 

All customers who purchase a fully fitted boat from Narrowboats Ltd will receive a full 
walkthrough and handover of their new boat either before it leaves the factory or at your 
mooring following delivery.  This will include a thorough demonstration of how to use all the 
systems, maintenance tips and general advice from our years of building boats and living 
aboard ourselves.   

While delivery costs are not included in the price of the boat, we are happy to arrange delivery 
to your desired location and at very competitive rates.  Please call for an estimate.
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Optional Extras
There is a large selection of optional extras to choose from to customise your boat and create 
your individual new home.  Here is a selection of the most popular choices

95 Kgf Bow Thruster (Inc. Tube) - £3,100  
Bow Thruster Tube Only   -    £500 

A bow thruster not only makes manoeuvring easier it also helps 
with resale value.  To save money at first, by having the 
Thruster Tube Only makes fitting one in the future much 
cheaper.

Euro Cruiser Stern with Tiller  - £4,400  
Euro Cruiser Stern with Wheel  - £5,500 

The Euro Cruiser Stern provides a comfortable seating area on 
the stern deck and incorporates additional storage.  Ideal for al-
fresco dining or sociable, comfortable cruising.  Available with 
tiller or wheel steering.

Stern Pram Cover    - £3,295  
Bow Pram Cover    - £2,295 

Pram covers provide weather protection over the stern or bow 
decks.  The stern cover provides standing room to allow for all 
weather cruising or to practically create what many customers 
call their ‘Conservatory’!

Granite Worktops    - £1,350  

Available in Black Sparkle or Cashmere White and replaces the 
standard chunky oak for a hardwearing contemporary look.  
Speak to your Narrowboats representative for the options 
available.

Reduction for Cassette toilet  - -£200  

Instead of the standard pump out toilet you can opt for this 
Thetford Ceramic cassette toilet.

Many other options are available, please ask for our full extras price list.                Prices exclude VAT


